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INTRODUCTION

What do we do?
Kaboura Events is a dynamic and innovative Event Management 
company that designs and delivers creative and upbeat team building
activities, specialising in events with a community focus.  Based in
Hertfordshire, we work throughout the United Kingdom and further
afield to design and deliver high-class events that really hit the mark.

Whether it’s a simple activity for six people or a large event for six 
hundred, we work with people like you to develop activities that 
deliver results in a fun and imaginative way - be it formal learning 
or just plain fun. From simple icebreakers and conference 
breakout activities through to full event programmes and evening
entertainment, we strive to deliver first-class events that clients enjoy,
value and benefit from.

Who are our clients?
As a company we work with a wide range of organisations and 
businesses, from industry giants to small and medium sized 
businesses.  In addition, we also work with an increasing number 
of charities and voluntary sector organisations.  Some examples of the
clients with whom we work are highlighted on this page.

And with the majority of our clients consistently rating the service we 
provide to them as ‘Excellent’ on our Client Evaluation forms, we’ve
built up a strong reputation for providing quality events that deliver
creative, innovative and fun solutions to meet our clients’ needs. 

How can I find out more?
Take a look through this brochure to get a feel for the type of events
and activities we provide.  If you can’t see what you’re looking for feel
free to contact us and we’ll do all we can to help.  Our contact details
are as follows...

Phone: 08450 780453
Fax: 08450 780454
E-mail: enquiries@kabouraevents.co.uk
Web: www.kabouraevents.co.uk
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CONFERENCE BREAKOUT
Introduction - Conference Breakout

Need an upbeat activity to launch or close your 
conference programme or team event?

Looking for something to fill an hour or so on your
team away day?

Want some ideas for fun icebreakers and energisers
to give the team a lift?

Need something that can provide the team with a fun
but focused activity?

Then this is the section for you!

In this section you’ll find ideas for activities that can be run as 
stand-alone events or be incorporated into a wider programme.
Everything from quick energisers through to more substantial
activities designed to enhance your conference or team meeting. 

Our Conference Breakout Activities are generally designed to last
from 15 minutes to 2 hours.  This section is sub-divided into the
following areas...

Icebreakers

Breakout Activities

Business Games

Please note that the ideas enclosed provide a sample of the type
of events we design and deliver - if you have a specific idea for
an event or activity please do not hesitate to contact us and
we’d be happy to discuss it.
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CONFERENCE BREAKOUT
Ice Breakers - 10 mins plus
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Our creative Ice Breaker activities are designed to 
informally facilitate team introductions, encourage 
participants to get to know each other and to promote
group discussion.  They can be delivered by our team or
purchased as stand-alone packs to be delivered and run
‘in-house’ by your own staff.  

These quick, fun and focused activities are a great way to kick off an
event and can also be used as upbeat energisers to fill a break in the
programme or when there is a need to give the team a lift and refresh
tired heads.

GUESS WHO
Basil Fawlty needs to find Sybil and Batman needs to find Robin! A great
activity for introducing people at the start of an event.

NET BALL
Take some giant nets, coloured balls and between 5-500 people and you
have a fun activity that's guaranteed to energise and refresh the team.

SOMETHING REMARKABLE
Which team member has met The Queen, who used to sing in a punk
band and could it be the boss who used to have blue hair? A fun activity
to find out remarkable things about your colleagues.

THE MAGIC STICK
The task is simple - work together to lower the magic stick to the floor.
Sounds easy but the reality is that the team will need to concentrate
and work together to achieve this fun task!

AUTOGRAPH PARTY
Who has been working for the company more than a year? Who watches
Eastenders? Who has children? Who lives over ten miles from the office?
A fun activity to get to know people and generate discussion.



CONFERENCE BREAKOUT
Ice Breakers - 10 mins plus
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LINE UP
A quick energiser that relies on people communicating without talking!
Can you find out what day your colleagues were born without speaking
to them or writing anything down?

CALL MY BLUFF
Can you bluff your colleagues into thinking that a false fact you provide
about yourself is true?  And will they think the true facts you provide
are false? Great for small and medium sized groups.

WHAT'S THE QUESTION?
Each person provides a number of answers to questions about 
themselves - all the rest of the team has to do is work out what the
question is!

POSITIVE POSTERS
A great activity to kick off a session on a positive note as each group
member is required to write a positive comment about every person -
all provided on their very own walking billboard!

POST-IT PARADE
What can I bring to the day?  What would I like to gain from the day?
And what can I tell my colleagues about myself that they don't already
know!  All provided on a post it note graffiti wall.

DUO INTERVIEWS
A great way to introduce the team - each person 'interviews' another
participant and then uses the information they have gleaned to intro-
duce them to the rest of the group.

Please note that the ideas enclosed provide a sample of the type of
activities we design and deliver - if you have a specific idea for an event
or activity please do not hesitate to contact us and we’d be happy to
discuss it.



CONFERENCE BREAKOUT
Breakout Activities - 1-2 hours

BREAKOUT ACTIVITIES - OVERVIEW
Our range of Breakout Activities are designed to provide teams with a selection of fun and focused
events that will enhance a conference programme or team meeting.  Lasting between 1-2 hours,
these activities can be run simply to provide teams with a bit of fun or as a more focused activity
with formally facilitated input to highlight key learning outcomes and clear objectives.

With a range of activities to suit both large and small teams, our Breakout Acitivities provide you with
innovative and upbeat solutions that are guaranteed to be enjoyed and valued by the whole team.

ART ATTACK
Art Attack is a fantastic activity for those people looking for 
something with a creative spin.  Using well known paintings, or
your own corporate images, this event challenges teams to work
together to re-create a Team masterpiece on a massive scale. A
superb team challenge with a high impact finale!

COMIC CAPERS
A popular conference breakout activity that brings out the
creativity in teams as they plan, write and produce their
very own comic story book! Hilarious results guaranteed!
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CONFERENCE BREAKOUT
Breakout Activities - 1-2 hours

SWEET SMELL OF SUCCESS
Enjoy the sweet smell of success with our innovative and rewarding
team challenge where participants follow in the footsteps of well known
celebrities to design, create and market a brand new fragrance!

CHOCOLATE CHALLENGE
An exciting, slightly messy challenge, that gets teams working
together to mix, make, decorate, package and market their very
own brand of chocolates.  This tasty little number is a fantastic
event for all teams and is guaranteed to get your mouth watering
and taste buds tingling.

BEAT THE CLOCK
With the clock ticking and over 100 challenges on offer, will
your team triumph with the highest score or will they be
the slow coaches bringing up the rear?
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CONFERENCE BREAKOUT
Breakout Activities - 1-2 hours

MEXICAN RAILWAY
Can your team work together to design and build a unique railway to a
specific brief? A fun breakout activity designed to get people working
together to create an exciting end result.

FOOTBALL FUNFAIR
Will your team be the first to successfully design a purpose-built
structure capable of transporting a ball across a given area?  A
popular event with an exciting climax as teams go head-to-head
to complete their designs on time.

RAT TRAP
Innovative in design and concept, Rat Trap provides teams
with a fun and purposeful activity that is best described as
a cross between giant Mecanno and the world famous game
of Mouse Trap.  With each team responsible for building one
part of a larger set, the final ‘chain reaction’ will only 
succeed if all teams play their part.
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CONFERENCE BREAKOUT
Breakout Activities - 1-2 hours

KINETIC CONNECTIONS
A creative team building activity in which everyone is working towards
one goal. Themed around a creative storyline, it provides participants
with a high class event that is full of intrigue, ingenuity and innovation. 

DINOSAUR DASH
Based on the famous Royal Tournament ‘Field Gun Race’, this
innovative breakout activity provides participants with a really
unusual and fun event.  By working together, each team must 
figure out how to build and dismantle their very own slot-together
dinosaur puzzle before racing it down the pre-set course to 
victory. 

THE HAKA
A traditional and ancient Maori Tribal Dance that acts as a
powerful conference breakout, energising all delegates and
giving them the opportunity to work together in a 
co-operative way. 
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CONFERENCE BREAKOUT
Breakout Activities - 1-2 hours

BEAT THAT
Beat That is a superb event that really does take some beating! 
From African drum circles to full blown Samba bands, our professional 
drummers provide you with a powerful opportunity to work together in 
a co-operative way.  Complete stress relief that’s guaranteed to provide
the team with a lasting and memorable event.

BOOMWHACKERS
The latest craze!  Boomwhackers are a fantastic option for 
launching or concluding a team event.  They can be played by
anyone and are a great way to give the group a lift and get 
people fired up. They’re wild, they’re whacky and they’re your
ticket to a really memorable event.

CARNIVAL SYMPHONY
The Carnival Symphony is a fun and different way to see
what hidden talents lie within your team by using only the
power of sound.  A great activity that creates and produces
a unique soundtrack to your very own carnival! 
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CONFERENCE BREAKOUT
Business Games - 1-2 hours

BUSINESS GAMES - OVERVIEW
Our range of innovative Business Game activities have been specifically designed to focus on key
team work issues in an imaginative and fun way. If you're looking for an indoor ‘table-top’ activity
that can be used to highlight specific issues, then our Business Games may be just what you need. 

Each game lasts between 1-2 hours and has been designed to address key team work skills such as
communication, leadership, team work and planning.  They can be used to provide the team with a
fun breakout activity or be provided with a Professional Facilitator to ensure that key learning points
are addressed and incorporated into the session.

DECISIONS DECISIONS
Teams represent the Senior Management of an adventure holiday
company who are faced with a whole host of decisions which will
affect the profitability and customer satisfaction.  A great 
‘problem-solving’ game that highlights the importance of decision
making and the impacts these may have on customer morale and
profit margins.

EL DORADO
Can your team locate the fabled treasure of El Dorado and 
identify the correct key to unlock the chest in the allocated
time? Will they balance out the need to achieve results by
sharing information with other teams?  A creative and fun
activity that demonstrates the need to share knowledge and
information whilst promoting the importance of a 'one team'
approach.
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CONFERENCE BREAKOUT
Business Games - 1-2 hours

ROLLABALL
A runway to transport a ball from one end to the other must be built in
under an hour - but with constraints on meetings, resources and the
flow of information things are not as easy as they seem.  A great 
activity that is guaranteed to get a cheer when the final design is put
together and the ball is released!

THE PYRAMID GAME
As the Eygptian Sand and Gravel Company you are tendering for
the Pharaoh's pyramid. But will you beat the competition and
secure the contract?  A superb activity to let a little competitive
spirit demonstrate the qualities of successful teams.

MISSION IMPROBABLE
Carrying eggs around the Lake District is the improbable
mission. But only the other team knows where your team is
going! And will they tell you?  A great activity to enhance
team planning skills.
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS
Introduction - Team Building Events

Need an event to fill a half or full day?

Looking for something different that’s innovative,
upbeat and fun?

Want to put something back into the community as
part of your event?

Need an event that focuses on team work and team
bonding?

Then this is the section for you!

In this section you’ll find great ideas for team building activities
with a difference.  Everything from unique Community
Challenges and Themed Events through to our popular Country
Pursuits and High Adrenaline activities.  

Our Team Building Events generally last from a half to full day.
This section is sub-divided into the following areas...

Community Events

Themed Events

Country Pursuits

High Adrenaline

Company Fun Days

Please note that the ideas enclosed provide a sample of the type
of events we design and deliver - if you have a specific idea for
an event or activity please do not hesitate to contact us and
we’d be happy to discuss it.
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS
Community Events - half to full day

COMMUNITY EVENTS - OVERVIEW
Our Company’s Flagship events!  Our unique community team building activities give you an 
opportunity to get involved in the local community and provide much needed support to worthy 
causes and charitable organisations, whilst enjoying a shared team experience.  These exciting events
provide teams with a really different and unusual team activity with the added bonus of doing some
good for other people.

As more and more organisations look for different ways of developing their teams, our portfolio of
socially responsible events provides a fresh and innovative approach to team building that not only
benefits teams but makes a huge difference to the local community. 

HIT SQUADS
A great community based event - ideal for larger teams that 
want to make an impact across a number of different charitable
organisations and worthy causes.  With a glitzy start, worthwhile
middle and a fun and often moving end, our Hit Squad events
have proved popular with larger teams looking to support a range
of different organisations.

GO MAD...
Our unique ‘Make A Difference’ events provide teams with a
cross between 'Challenge Anneka' and 'Ground Force'.
Working in partnership with a number of worthy causes and
charities such as Hospices, local Scout Groups and animal
welfare centres, these unique events provide teams with an
extremely rewarding and worthwhile opportunity to really
make a difference.
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS
Community Events - half to full day

MAKING SENSE
Faced with the challenge of turning ‘something needy’ into ‘something
nice’, Making Sense is a Community Challenge with a difference as teams
work together to support worthy organisations through the creation of
unique sensory gardens.

ONE WORLD, ONE TEAM
Imagine an event that literally changes lives...  Then  
imagine ‘One World, One Team’ - an event that sees teams 
working together to provide unique gift boxes for some of the
world’s neediest children.  A challenge event with a difference! 

THE CHARITY CHALLENGE
A unique team event that provides real benefits to a charity
of your choice through ‘fun and fundraising’!  

The format is simple - teams complete fun challenges for
fun money and at the end of the event, the fun money
raised is transferred into real cash for a charity of your
choice. A great activity for teams wanting their fun team
event to benefit a wider cause.
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS
Environmental Events - half to full day

EDEN
Eden is a unique event that revolves around striking the balance
between competitive success and respect for the environment. Teams
share one common goal, which is to build a sustainable community and
realise that to be successful they need to modify their behaviour, adapt
their attitude and co-ordinate their actions.  All of the tasks, challenges
and decisions that teams face involve simulations of real-life
environmental considerations.

GREEN BERETS
An upbeat team building event using challenges and games to
generate awareness of climate change issues. Guaranteed to
engage the team whilst raising awareness on important global
issues.

BESPOKE COMMUNITY EVENTS
Looking for something that’s a little out of the ordinary?
Then why not talk to us about developing a bespoke
Community event for your team.  In the past we’ve 
developed ideas for a wide range of teams including 
designing unique activities to support clear corporate social
responsibility policies.
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS
Themed Events - half to full day

THEMED EVENTS - OVERVIEW
Our exciting portfolio of themed events are designed to provide teams with a range of options to 
support team working and team building.  Whether it’s working together to stop Dr Evil in his 
dastardly tracks as part of our unique ‘Operation Blackout’ event or building and launching a rocket in
our ‘Race for Space’ event, our themed activities are guaranted to provide teams with a creative and
worthwhile activity that delivers results in a fun and imaginative way.

With half and full day options available, our Themed Events have proved popular with teams of all
shapes and sizes!

BACK TO SCHOOL
Grab your satchel and cap and head back to school as part of this
fantastic themed event that's guaranteed to provide your team
with a fun opportunity to reminise a little. With a range of unique
‘School Lessons’ available, in addition to the traditional School
Sports Day, the event is hosted by our own Head Teacher who’s
ready to dish out six of the best to anyone caught misbehaving!

CHEQUERED FLAG
A fast paced event where teams work together to plan,
design and build a unique pedal-powered racing vehicle -
Formula One style! Once your entry has been approved by
our race officials it’s time for your very own competition as
the vehicles take to the race track in a grand finale that’s 
guaranteed to get the adrenaline flowing.
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS
Themed Events - half to full day

OPERATION BLACKOUT
Armed with your Mission Briefcase containing the latest Secret Agent’s
gadgets and gizmos, it’s down to you to work together as a team to
stop Dr Evil in has dastardly tracks.  But first you’ll need to raise the
money required to purchase the specialist equipment needed to break
open his safe and save the world from impending doom... A great 
activity with a range of team work activities.

TEAMWORK CHALLENGE
A range of fun and upbeat team work activities that are 
guaranteed to get your team thinking and working together. Will
they successfully cross the acid marsh using only the resources
provided?  And how will they make 8+5+3=4?  Plus, there’s a
murder to be solved, sheep to be rounded up and a whole host of
other challenges to get your team working together.

RACE FOR SPACE
5... 4... 3... 2... 1... Lift off!  Will your team successfully
complete the Space Cadet Training in order to earn the
equipment required to build and launch their rocket?  Or
will it be a crash landing before they’ve even reached the
stratosphere?  By working together you’ll be guaranteed an
out of this world experience!
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS
Themed Events - half to full day

HELLS BELLS
Can you solve the problems, build the unique structures and start an
important chain reaction in order to save the beautiful maiden?  An
exciting and innovative team building activity with a real 'toy box' feel
and an ideal activity for developing team work skills, cross team working
and demonstrating the importance of individual teams working together
to achieve a common goal.

PAUSE FOR THOUGHT
A unique activity that encourages teams to get creative and 
capture on film their interpretation of anything from company 
values to key conference messages.  Armed with the latest 
camera technology, a range of fun props and their own creative
minds, each team will plan, design and create a superb display
that will reinforce your message for years to come.

SPY TRAP
Enter the world of covert operations and work together to
start a chain reaction to trap the baddie!   With each team
responsible for completing a number of challenges this fun
activity is a more intense version of our ‘Rat Trap’
Conference Breakout activity and is an ideal option for all
those budding spies out there!
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS
Themed Events - half to full day

THE APPRENTICE
Has your team got what it takes to fend off the other teams and 
convince the ‘Big Boss’ that their ideas are the best?  Or will they be
fired before they get a chance to make an impression?  Only the best
will be hired - the rest will be fired!

TREASURE HUNTS
Our wide range of treasure hunts provide teams with a great way
of working together whilst exploring various towns, cities and 
venues.  With a range of hunt formats including walking, black
cabs, vintage buses or even speed boats, our treasure hunts 
provide teams with a great activity that’s upbeat, innovative and
fun.
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS
Country Pursuits - half day plus

COUNTRY PURSUITS
Our Country Pursuit packages provide you with an opportunity to become Lords and Ladies and try
your hand at a range of traditional and more unusual country pastimes.  Country Pursuit events are
generally provided as a half or full day package on a ‘mix and match’ basis, although single activities
can also be provided if standalone breakout events are required.  

With a range of different activities to suit, our Country Pursuits provide teams with an unusual way of
working with colleagues in a really different environment.  Plus, it’s a lot of fun! 

AIR RIFLES
Take aim... and fire!  Our air rifle activity is a fantastic way to
sharpen up your skills and test your markmanship.  With a range
of pop-up targets to shoot at, will you be ‘top gun’ by the end of
the activity?

ARCHERY & CROSSBOWS
A chance for all those budding Robin Hoods to try their
hand at one of the oldest sports in the world - all under the
watchful eye of our experienced instructors.
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS
Country Pursuits - half day plus

AXE THROWING
Discover your Viking roots and learn how to throw an axe with pin point
accuracy.  An unusual activity that will always be a first for the majority
of the team.

BLACK POWDER SHOOTING
Take a step back in time and learn the art of shooting from a
bygone age!  Using authentic flintlocks, muzzle loaders and 
even a canon this black powder shooting provides teams with a
fascinating activity that’s guaranteed to go with a bang!

CLAY PIGEON SHOOTING
Whether it's clay pigeons, laser clays or moving targets our
shooting events are designed to test your skill and accuracy
and are suitable for complete beginners or seasoned
experts.
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS
Country Pursuits - half day plus

DUCK HERDING
A fun-packed activity that's harder than it looks! Our shepherd shows
you how it’s done, then it's down to you to guide the sheep dogs and
try your hand at rounding up the ducks - completely quackers!

FALCONRY
An opportunity to see these wonderful creatures - close up! Our
professional Falconer tells you all about the animals and shows
you how to work with them - then it's over to you to fly the birds
and, of course, get them to return!

FERRET RACING
On your marks... Get set... Go! Will your ferret be the first
to emerge from the purpose built race track of coloured
tubes or will it choose to run the wrong way? Place your
bets and then they're under starter's orders!
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS
Country Pursuits - half day plus

FLY CASTING
Whether you are an expert angler or someone that never fishes, this
unusual activity provides teams with an informative and relaxing 
opportunity to learn an age-old skill.

Our fishing instructor will teach you the art of fly casting and then you’ll
be put to the test with a competition to land the fly in the hoops.

GUN DOGS
After a brief period of instruction, it’s down to you to skillfully
guide your dog through an assault course of tunnels, slaloms and
walls.  Will you be ‘top dog’ in our unique gun dog trials or will
you fall at the first? 
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS
High Adrenaline - half day plus

HIGH ADRENALINE - OVERVIEW
Our High Adrenaline events can be run as a half or full day package or can be provided as stand
alone activities.  In addition, we can successfully incorporate them into other events if required in
order to provide teams with some motorised fun as part of another event! Whether you are speeding
around a marked out track in a Honda Pilot or using your skills to steer a 4x4 Landrover whilst
blindfolded, our high adrenaline activities provide something for everyone.

Please note that not all venues allow motorised activities on-site so we would strongly recommend
that this is checked prior to making a booking.

ARGOKATS
Try your hand at driving these six wheeled all-terrain vehicles
whilst navigating around a tough course that’ll really put your 
co-ordination and driving skills to the test.

BLIND DRIVING
Using the instructions from your team mate and your skill,
can you drive a vehicle around a course - blindfolded!  

A great activity for developing trust within a team.
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS
High Adrenaline - half day plus

HONDA PILOTS
Fully automatic machines with the brakes and throttle controls operated
from the steering wheel. A unique experience that’s guaranteed to really
get the adrenaline pumping.

HOVERCRAFT
Take to the controls of these single seater amphibious vehicles
and let the world glide past as you navigate your craft around a
pre-set area.  Guaranteed to give your team event an unusual
twist.

POWER TURNS
No steering wheel - just levers to control the two engines
which each control one wheel allowing extraordinary
manoeuvrability. Unlike anything else you will have driven!
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS
High Adrenaline - half day plus

QUAD BIKES
These 250cc off-road monsters, with their chunky tyres and automatic
gear-box are suited to all types of terrain. A tortuous course will test the
abilities of both the rider and the vehicle as you churn through the
slalom and hurtle between the rally-stage 'gates'.

RALLY KARTS
Get behind the wheel of these off-road karts and test your driving
skills whilst accelerating away and cutting round tight corners.

REVERSE STEER
The ultimate driving experience at any event is the Reverse
Steer Jeep. You turn right, the vehicle goes left. Then try it
blindfolded with your team mate navigating.
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TEAM BUILDING EVENTS
Company Fun Days
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Company Fun days are an excellent way to entertain
clients, reward loyal staff and also include and involve
their families. With a wide range of activities available, we
can design a complete package that provides something
for everyone. 

Fun Days can be run at suitable venues around the UK and Europe.
Typical activity zones can include the following... 

Motorised Zone - Honda Pilots, quad bikes, hovercraft, rally karts, argo
kats, blind driving etc.

Country Pursuits - Duck herding, ferret racing, gun dogs, archery,
laser clays, falconry etc.

Inflatables Zone - Human table football, bungee runs, beach 
volleyball, bouncy boxing etc.

Pamper Zone - Head massages, reiki, manicures, pedicures, facials,
chillout areas etc.

Kid's Zone - face painting, balloon modelling, make & do, children’s 
entertainers etc.

Games Zone - giant games, coconut shy, stocks, sidestalls, fairground
rides etc. 

In addition to a wide range of activity zones, we can also provide any
necessary infra-structure items such as toilets, marquees, generators,
fencing etc to ensure that every area is provided on the day.

Our Company Fun Days are designed to provide you with a fully
packaged event that not only meets your company’s individual needs
and budget, but ensures that you can sit back, relax and join in the fun
with your colleagues.



TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
Introduction - Training & Development

Need to plan an event that has clearly focused aims
and objectives?

Looking to incorporate clear learning outcomes into
your activities?

Want to understand how your team event can have
an impact back in the workplace?

Need a training activity that focuses on specific team
or developmental issues?

Then this is the section for you!

In this section you’ll find a range of ideas for focused Training
and Development activities. Everything from providing a
Professional Facilitator to support your event to bespoke 
workshops, seminars and training activities.

Our Training and Development activities are designed to last
from a half a day upwards and are always tailored to meet your
individual needs.  Whether it’s developing bespoke workshops
and seminars, or facilitating an ‘off-the-shelf’ event, our 
experienced team will always work with you to ensure that your
event really hits the mark.

Please note that the ideas enclosed provide a sample of the type
of events we design and deliver - if you have a specific idea for
an event or activity please do not hesitate to contact us and
we’d be happy to discuss it.
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TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
Half day plus

TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT - OVERVIEW
At Kaboura Events we recognise that some clients require more formal learning objectives to underpin
their event. Whether it's focusing on team development, making an impact, leadership or people
management, clearly focused training outcomes can be built into our events to provide your team
with an enhanced learning experience that is innovative and fun.  

Alternatively, our Training and Development activities can be designed and delivered as stand alone
half day seminars, full day workshops or in-depth two day events in order to provide you with
strongly focused activities that address key team development and training issues.

FACILITATION
We can provide experienced Facilitators to work with you to 
support clear learning outcomes and to develop meaningful aims
and objectives for your event.

Whether you simply need someone to work with you as part of an
in-house meeting, or require focused interventions as part of your
event, our Facilitators provide an objective overview and work
with teams to capture the issues that have direct relevance and
application back in the work place.  

INSIGHTS
"How can I learn to help my team work better together?"

Based solidly on the work of Carl Jung, our Insights
events are a superb way of identifing different types of
work behaviour and recognising participants' strengths,
weaknesses, preferences and value to the team. Delivered
by our accredited Facilitators, these events also 
highlight practical development activities to help individuals
and teams achieve their full potential within an 
organisation. 
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TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
Half day plus

TEAM EFFECTIVENESS
“I want to be as good as I possibly can be - where do I start?"

Most people have certain talents and often play to those strengths in
their work. However, no matter what someone's job title may be, they
often need additional skills and understanding to ensure that they play
an effective part in the team. Our bespoke Team Effectiveness events
are designed to help bridge that gap and work with people to help them
recognise how they can play an effective part in a wider work team.

LEADING TEAMS
"I always thought I could be a better manager - I just didn't know
how to do it."

Managing people isn't rocket science, but it can sometimes seem
very hard work indeed.  That’s why we developed our ‘Leading
Teams’ workshop which is designed to enable people to learn how
to manage their team - and themselves - more effectively, while
having fun at the same time.  

MAKING AN IMPACT
"I'm only comfortable presenting to a mirror."

At some point in their career development, many people
find that they need to raise their profile and enhance their
role. In order to do this they will need to learn new skills
and behaviours.  The training we offer is appropriate for
experienced staff and new recruits alike, because everyone
can benefit from polishing up on their skills and developing
talents they didn't even know they had. 
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EVENING ACTIVITIES
Introduction - Evening Activities

Need a social activity to round off your day and 
provide the team with an opportunity to relax?

Looking for an activity that can be run as a stand
alone event or be incorporated into a wider 
programme?

Want to extend your daytime activities into the
evening as a way of maintaining the team spirit? 

Need some great ideas to make your evening go with
a swing?

Then this is the section for you!

In this section you’ll find great ideas for evening activities with a
difference.  Everything from unique casino nights and quizzes to
wine tasting and giant games.  

Our evening events provide teams of all sizes with a wide range
of different options.  Activities generally last from one to three
hours and can be run as standalone events or be incorporated
into other activities such as a dinner or themed evening.  

Please note that the ideas enclosed provide a sample of the type
of events we design and deliver - if you have a specific idea for
an event or activity please do not hesitate to contact us and
we’d be happy to discuss it.
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EVENING ACTIVITIES
- 1 to 3 hours

EVENING ACTIVITIES - OVERVIEW
Evening activities can be a good way of enhancing your event, particularly if it involves an overnight
stay.  With a large portfolio of activities that includes everything from wine tasting to murder mystery
events, our evening activities can provide teams with an ideal opportunity to relax and unwind and
can provide your team with a memorable event to round off the day.

CASINO NIGHTS
Casino Nights are always a popular and fun activity that give 
people an opportunity to enjoy an evening event - Las Vegas
style! With a range of options to choose from including roulette,
poker, black jack and craps, our croupiers and staff are on-hand
to ensure that your guests enjoy a night to remember, be they
casino novice or seasoned gambler!

GIANT GAMES
Whether you simply require a few games to keep a small
group occupied, or need to keep a team of seasoned
gamesters involved and motivated, our wide range of giant
games can provide you with fun, upbeat activities that will
suit all briefs and budgets.
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EVENING ACTIVITIES
- 1 to 3 hours

MURDER MYSTERY
Grab the deer stalker and magnifying glass for these fun and interactive
events that are guaranteed to provide some light entertainment before,
during or after dinner. With a wide range of storylines to suit, team
members become super sleuths for the duration of the activity in order
to solve the murder and bring the guilty party to account.

POLE POSITION
Re-live all the excitement of a Formula One Grand Prix - giant
scalextric style!  Our Pole Position events are a great way to
unwind at the end of a day and can be provided purely for fun or
as a more structured team activity, with drivers battling it out to
gain pole position and secure the fastest lap times for their team.

RACE NIGHTS
A great way to round off a day and provide teams with an
informal, fun and entertaining activity.  Plus, it’s a great
way to have a flutter on the horses without the worry of
ever losing a penny of your own money!  We  provide the
whole package including the filmed races, tote, fun money,
staff, betting slips and the guarantee of a great ‘night at the
races’. 
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EVENING ACTIVITIES
- 1 to 3 hours

WINE ACTIVITIES
Wine activities can range from our informative pre-dinner blind wine
tasting sessions, with our wine experts, to a fun Call my Wine Bluff quiz
which is designed to be run over a team lunch or dinner.  Designed for
anybody that enjoys wine, from the rank amateur to the budding
professional, our popular wine events provide teams with a fun,
educational and entertaining activity.

GAME SHOWS & QUIZZES
Whether you’re looking for a fun version of a television classic,
such as Family Fortunes or Play your Cards Right, or a simple pub
quiz to keep teams occupied during the evening, our range of
Game Shows and Quizzes will provide the team with a fun event
that’s guaranteed to keep even the most demanding of teams 
entertained!

MAKE A MILLION
Make a Million is a flexible package of activities that can be 
tailor-made to incorporate your own favourites. We provide
a range of ‘money-making’ activities such as casino tables,
giant games and pole position and then it’s down to the
participants to undertake these in order to generate as
much cash as possible!  Great fun and a great way to keep
people entertained throughout the evening.
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EVENING ACTIVITIES
- 1 to 3 hours

GOING, GOING, GONE
Going, Going, Gone is a great way to entertain your team as they take
part in a speedy and fun auction event with a difference and find
themselves bidding on lots that they haven’t actually seen!  And with only
cryptic descriptions provided for each item, it’s down to the team to work
together to decide what they want to buy!

MEAL OR NO MEAL
Meal or No Meal is a spectacular twist on a popular game show
where monetary prizes are substituted with various food stuffs
ranging from dog food to a luxury hamper or dinner for two in a
posh restaurant. 

Will you beat the Banker or is it the dog’s dinner for you?

OFFICE OLYMPICS
Enjoy the electrifying atmosphere of your very own 
Company Olympics. Our three packages range from simple
games to the latest interactive technology and provides
teams with an opportunity to earn fun money or just have
some fun with their colleagues!
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CORPORATE ENTERTAINMENT
- 1 to 3 hours

Need to come up with some ideas for entertaining
your clients and staff?

Looking for suitable ways of theming your event?

Want us to provide some ideas for entertainment
that really hits the mark? 

Need to provide some entertainment that 
compliments other aspects of your event?

Then this is the section for you!

Our Corporate Entertainment options are designed to meet your
specific requirements - be it entertaining your clients and staff,
creating unusual sales initiatives or launching a new product. We
can provide you with a wide range of ideas for entertainers and
artists to suit all occasions - be it a small corporate dinner or a
full scale Christmas party for the whole company. 

Working in partnership with a leading corporate entertainment
agency, our team has access to over 1,500 performers and
artists and can offer you a 'one-stop shop' to support all your
corporate entertainment needs - from mix and mingle magicians
and cabaret performers to leading function bands and full dance
troupes.

Contact us for further details on our corporate entertainment
options.
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Need a simple PA system or a full blown conference
set and stage?

Looking for a one-stop shop for all your conference
and event needs?

Want us to provide some for suitable ideas to meet
your conference production and audio visual needs? 

Then this is the section for you!

We can cater for events that involve five to five thousand people locally,
nationally and worldwide and aim to provide a complete conference
production service.  Our dedicated Project Handlers will assist and
advise in every aspect of your event - from brief initial concepts to final
design and delivery.

We can organise every aspect of your event including the following...

• Data and Video Projection 

• Set Design and Build 

• Lighting Design 

• Large Format Graphics & artwork design

• Autocue 

• Audience Response System 

• Video Editing and Animation 

• Sound and Public Address Systems 

• Dry Hire - everything from plasmas to PA systems

• Conference Packs & handouts

• Promotional Items 

• Power 

CONFERENCE PRODUCTION
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VENUE FINDING

Need someone to help take the leg-work out of 
finding a suitable venue for your event?

Looking for a hassle-free way of making your venue
booking to suit your budget?

Want us to provide some ideas on suitable locations
and venues for running your event? 

Need all of the above to be provided free-of-charge?

Then this is the section for you!

Our dedicated venue finding service can provide you with the
right venue, in the right location, at the right price.

Whether you are looking for a local base for an afternoon's team
building, or accommodation for a longer conference, our venue
finding team will provide you with a number of suitable options
for your event.

You tell us when, where, budget and for how many and we'll do
the rest!

Contact us for further details of our free venue finding service.
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EVENT ENHANCEMENTS

Kaboura Events can provide a wide range of 
additional items and services to support your event.  

Where required, we can provide anything from team
t-shirts, event calendars and suitable prizes, to ideas
for room theming and key note speakers.

If you have any specific requirements, please speak to our team
who will be more than happy to help.

Event Photography - we can provide a Professional
Photographer to capture your event on film and then post all
the event photos onto a dedicated web page for your team to
access within 24 hours of the event.  A great way to share the
day with the team and your colleagues.

Event Calendars - why not have the best twelve photos of
the day turned into desk top calendars to enable the team to
re-live the event for a whole year?  These can incorporate key
messages from the event or fun quotes from the team.

Event Filming - our Professional team of Camera Operators
and Film Editors can film your event and, if necessary, provide
an on-site edit to enable highlights of the day to be shown
over dinner. DVDs of the event can also be provided after the
event for all delegates if required.

Prizes - we can provide a range of prize options for events -
from bottles of wine and gift vouchers to edible bouquets and
helicopter flights.  Please contact us for further information on
these options.

Other Enhancements - if it’s not listed just ask - however
unusual!  If we can’t directly resource your request chances
are one of our partner companies will be able to help.
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